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Next Meeting:

Sunday,
5/20/2018
9:00 AM
At Condors Field

Mailing address: Channel Islands Condors, PO Box 1993,
Camarillo, CA 93011-1993
Introduction:

•

Welcome to the Condors Newsletter. Readers are
invited to send ads, articles, photos for inclusion in
the next issue. Send them to
rhodgson@earthlink.net

Old check in desk and frequency boards
removed.

•

Tables repaired and broken ones cleared out.

•

Shade covering on the pits awning.

•

Radios securely attached to the fire
extinguishers so they won’t get lost on field
excursions. (Thank you, Shawn).

Richard Hodgson, Editor

Membership Renewals and Dues:
•
The renewal window has closed. There are a couple
of members who committed to join before the
deadline but haven’t paid up yet; Richard will be
contacting them directly.

A new strong and secure fence protecting
the pilot stations, with increased coverage at
the ends too.

•

Clubhouse relieved of a lot of debris and
broken items.

Improvements

•

New cord on the flagpole and new flag to go
on it.

If you haven’t been out to the field of late, you’re
missing out. The field is looking great.
Thanks to all who helped with these tasks. We will
be announcing future work party sessions to tackle
additional jobs and to keep everything else up to the
new standard.

With the help of the University, our own work
crew, and some outside help arranged by Robert
Vizzo, we now have:
•

A weed-free runway.

•

Mowed grass, trimmed fence and edge
areas, trimmed taxiways.
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Meeting Minutes:

Anthony Abey showed off his antenna
holders that were 3D printed by Mike
Milbrett for use on his JR DMSS receivers.

The meeting was called to order around 9:00 AM.
Pete led the Pledge of Allegiance. Thank you Pete.

Mike Prager put in a plug for Callie
Graphics. High quality, quick turn around,
decent prices. He also showed off a couple
of variants of his electric Diamond Dust
flying wings. One had a 16” wingspan,
weighted 247g (under the weight required
for FAA registration) and should go about
110 MPH. The second had an 18” span, he
changed the sweep angle from 45° to 50°.
He also spoke about taking battery packs
that were bought as 4S and splitting them
into 2 2S packs.

Guest Speakers:
There were no guest speakers.
Minutes:
1. Club information
a. The new dues were discussed.
b. Installation of the shade covers and
new pilot stations
c. Communication with Ray at CSUCI is
better than in the past.
2. The contract ends in August, but will
probably be renewed as long as we are good
neighbors and avoid incidents.
a. This means we need to fly safely.
b. Make sure your LiPo’s are in good
condition
c. Make sure your airplanes are truly
flight worthy. Any issues, don’t fly
until they are adequately corrected.
3. Fire Extinguishers – Each pilot should be
bringing their own and have it at their
bench.
4. Rules:
a. Please take a look at the map in the
clubhouse and review the allowed
flight zone.
b. Review our specific rules.
c. Review AMA general flight rules.
5. We were looking for a volunteer to get the
Walkie-Talkies squared.
6. Remember that you need to be registered
with the FAA still. There will be a link on
the website.

The meeting was adjourned.
.

Show and Tell:
Wes Minear showed off his Rascal 110 that
he has converted to electric with a Cobra
motor to be run on 6S LiPo.
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Keith Sparks':
OV-1 Mohawk
L-19 "Glow Dog"

Kits for Sale:
Les Littlefield has a number of kits for sale;
please contact him for further details and to
negotiate a deal:

Dynaflite:
Butterfly
Piece O' Cake (Great 3 channel trainers and night
ops planes)

LLittlefield@gmail.com, or 805-522-2257
Great Planes:
Cap 232
Pete n' Poke
Li'L Poke and GP .40 size float kit (free to good
home)

Fred Reese:
Cloud Dancer (.40 size gas or electric)

Top Flite:
DC3 with retracts
Balsa USA: Fokker EIII Eindecker (80" span)
Fokker D VIII (82" span)
Fokker DR-1 (for a fair price)
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During the work party, this guy was uncovered along with a friend.
Please take care around any of the buildings, fences or parking lot logs. Also use caution when
opening any of the buildings for the first time each day.

(William Brashears’ discovery and Chris Brashears’ photo)

The work crew: Les, Keith, Anthony, Robert V., Robert W., Chris, Brian and Mike, (plus Ole and
Richard, not shown)
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Old pilot stations cleared down but new pilot station fence not in yet:

New fence around pilot stations:
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One more panel to go up yet at the far end, but the pits look great

If you have interesting pictures, send them to Richard Hodgson, rhodgson@earthlink.net We will be glad to
publish them. Also, if you want to compose a short article, that would be very welcome.
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Wes’s new Rascal 110, electric powered. It maidened nicely the following week

Chris’s Focke-Wulf 190
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3-D printed Antenna Mount

Another High-speed Delta on its way from Mike Prager
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